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Abstract

In Foreign Language Teaching and Learn-
ing (FLTL), questions are systematically
used to assess the learner’s understanding
of a text. Computational linguistic (CL)
approaches have been developed to gen-
erate such questions automatically given a
text (e.g., Heilman, 2011). In this paper,
we want to broaden the perspective on the
different functions questions can play in
FLTL and discuss how automatic question
generation can support the different uses.

Complementing the focus on meaning and
comprehension, we want to highlight the
fact that questions can also be used to
make learners notice form aspects of the
linguistic system and their interpretation.
Automatically generating questions that
target linguistic forms and grammatical
categories in a text in essence supports in-
cidental focus-on-form (Loewen, 2005) in
a meaning-focused reading task. We dis-
cuss two types of questions serving this
purpose, how they can be generated au-
tomatically; and we report on a crowd-
sourcing evaluation comparing automati-
cally generated to manually written ques-
tions targeting particle verbs, a challeng-
ing linguistic form for learners of English.

1 Introduction

“Learning is goal-oriented . . . Teaching therefore
becomes an active thinking and decision-making
process in which the teacher is constantly assess-
ing what students already know, what they need to
know, and how to provide for successful learning.”
(O’Malley and Chamot, 1990)

One of the most common ways to find out what
students do and do not know is to ask questions.

In communicative and task-based language teach-
ing, where the meaning and function of language
drives the pedagogy, questions are asked to sup-
port the task at hand. Relatedly, when dealing with
written language material, recall or comprehen-
sion questions can spell out typical goals for read-
ing a text: searching for specific information or
more comprehensively integrating the information
provided in the text into the reader’s background
knowledge to draw inferences on that basis.

An increasing body of CL research supports the
automatic generation of questions in order to as-
sist teachers in constructing practice exercises and
tests. For example, Heilman (2011) is a promi-
nent approach for the generation of factual, low-
level questions suitable for beginner or interme-
diate students. His goal is to assess the reader’s
knowledge of the information in the text, which is
relevant for both content and language teaching.

At the same time, Second Language Acquisi-
tion (SLA) research since the 90s has emphasized
that language input and meaning-based tasks alone
are not sufficient to ensure successful language
acquisition. Learners must also notice linguis-
tic forms and grammatical categories (Schmidt,
1990) and teaching can facilitate such noticing
through so-called focus on form (Doughty and
Williams, 1998). Focus on form is designed to
draw the learner’s attention to relevant linguistic
features of the language as they arise, while keep-
ing the overriding focus on meaning (Long, 1991,
pp. 45f). For written language, input enhance-
ment (Sharwood Smith, 1993) has been proposed
to make relevant forms more salient in the input,
e.g., by coloring or font choices. Such visual in-
put enhancement has also been automated using
CL methods (Meurers et al., 2010), as part of a
system also generating in-text exercises.

One problem with form-based visual input en-
hancement is that coloring a form or otherwise



making it visually more salient neither ensures that
it is noticed and cognitively processed more thor-
oughly nor do we know which aspect of that form
the reader will notice and how it is interpreted.
For example, coloring the form has been raining
in a text may draw the reader’s attention to any
aspect of those forms (e.g., number or length of
the words, or the -ing suffix of the last word), and
noticing the form does not necessarily map it to its
present perfect continuous interpretation.

In this paper, we propose another option for pro-
viding input enhancement, functionally-driven in-
put enhancement. Concretely, we propose to gen-
erate two types of questions creating a functional
need to process the targeted linguistic features.
The first type of questions we generate are con-
tent questions about the clause containing the tar-
geted form. So these questions are like Heilman’s
factual questions, but they are targeting sentences
containing particular linguistic features to be ac-
quired. To answer such questions, the learner must
process form and meaning of the clause, ensuring
increased activation of the targeted form. The goal
of these questions is to ensure more exposure to
the forms, so we will refer to them as form expo-
sure questions.

The second type of functionally-driven input
enhancement is designed to also ensure interpre-
tation of the targeted form. For this, the nature
of the question that is generated must be changed
from asking about the content of the text to asking
about the interpretation of the form being targeted.
In the spirit of the concept questions of Workman
(2008), we will refer to such questions as gram-
mar concept questions.

The goal of this paper is to combine insights
from SLA research with CL techniques to explore
new options for question generation in support of
language learning. In section 2, we first charac-
terize the overall spectrum of questions we con-
sider to be of relevance to FLTL, from supporting
communication via ensuring texts are read to sup-
porting learning of linguistic forms and their func-
tion. Section 3.1 then surveys the computational
linguistic work on automatic question generation,
which has focused on the content-side of the spec-
trum. Section 3.2 spells out the SLA background
needed to motivate our research on question gen-
eration targeting linguistic forms and their inter-
pretation. In section 4 we then present the ques-
tion generation approach we developed, mostly

concentrating on the two new types of questions
designed to provide functionally-driven input en-
hancement. For such questions to be effective,
they must be reasonably well-formed and answer-
able, so in section 5 we present the results from a
crowd sourcing experiment we conducted to eval-
uate whether the automatically generated form ex-
posure questions are comparable to manually writ-
ten questions in those two respects. Finally, sec-
tion 6 provides a conclusion and outlook.

2 A spectrum of questions for FLTL

In an FLTL context, questions can be asked to
serve a broad range of different goals:

1. We can ask about the learner’s experience or
general knowledge (e.g., “What do you know
about Japan?”), which can serve a commu-
nicative goal.

2. Comprehension or recall questions can be
asked to check whether the learner has un-
derstood a text or read it at all.

3. Questions can also be asked with the goal
of eliciting a linguistic form from the learner
(e.g., the question “What would you do if you
won in a lottery?” requires the learner to pro-
duce conditionals.)

4. As introduced in the previous section, we can
use questions to provide functionally-driven
input enhancement drawing the learner’s at-
tention to the linguistic forms used in a given
text. Form exposure questions ensure that
the sentence containing the targeted forms
are read and generally understood. Answer-
ing grammar-concept questions in addition
requires an understanding of the interpreta-
tion of the targeted form.

5. Finally, there also are meta-linguistic ques-
tions checking the learner’s explicit knowl-
edge of the language system (e.g., “From
which verb is the noun decision derived?” or
“What is the synonym of staff ?”).

The aforementioned goals are presented in a
particular order, from more communicative to
more formal ones. In the work presented in
this paper, we primarily focus on the idea of
functionally-driven input enhancement captured
by the fourth type: questions drawing the learner’s
attention to particular linguistic forms in the read-
ing material and their interpretation. To contex-



tualize our approach, we first provide some back-
ground on automatic question generation and the
SLA concepts grounding our proposal.

3 Background

3.1 Automatic Question Generation

A typical text-based Question Generation (QG)
system consists of three components: target se-
lection (sentences and words), generation of ques-
tions (and answers), and the generation of distrac-
tors, which is applicable for a multiple choice an-
swer setup. Most of work on target selection fol-
lows a top-down perspective on the text: First, a
set of suitable sentences is selected based on dif-
ferent criteria (e.g., Pino et al., 2008; Pilán et al.,
2013). Then the target words or linguistic forms
are selected within the set of suitable sentences
(e.g., Becker et al., 2012). Given our focus on in-
put enhancement for language learning, we instead
pursue a bottom-up approach: Given one or more
target linguistic forms (e.g., the passive voice, or
the present perfect tense), we automatically select
all the candidate sentences in a text containing the
target forms, apply basic constraints to filter out
unsuitable sentences (such as those containing un-
resolvable pronouns), and then generate questions
to the remaining ones.

Once the target sentence has been selected, it
can be used to generate questions targeting par-
ticular linguistic forms contained in the sentence.
Heilman (2011) discusses the generation of fac-
tual, low-level questions suitable for beginner or
intermediate students and gives a comprehensive
overview of QG methods. Among the most promi-
nent ones are: replacing the target form with a gap
(Agarwal et al., 2011; Becker et al., 2012), apply-
ing transformation rules (Mitkov et al., 2006), fill-
ing templates (Curto et al., 2012), and generating
all possible questions to a sentence and ranking
them afterwards using a supervised learning algo-
rithm (Heilman and Smith, 2009). Finally, QG is
not an exception to the wave of neural networks,
and Du et al. (2017) have recently approached
automatic generation of reading comprehension
questions on that basis. All of the mentioned QG
systems either assess vocabulary or target reading
comprehension, which contrasts with the focus of
our work on functionally supporting focus on form
in language learning.

Distractor generation is a separate complex
task that has received some attention in the QG

community. It supports the provision of answers
in a multiple-choice setup, and the choice of dis-
tractors is closely tied to what is intended to be
assessed by the question. Traditionally, distrac-
tors are selected among words that are semanti-
cally related to the correct answer (Mitkov et al.,
2006; Araki et al., 2016). Brown et al. (2005) se-
lect the distractors among the most frequent words
that have the same part of speech as the correct an-
swer. Pino and Eskenazi (2009) inform the distrac-
tor generation component by the wrong answers
provided by the users of their system. Given that
we do not focus on the multiple choice answer
format here, distractor generation is not discussed
further in this paper.

3.2 Relevant SLA concepts

Attention, input, and form-meaning mapping are
key SLA concepts that are directly related to our
work. We already saw in our introduction in sec-
tion 1 that both meaning and form play important
roles in SLA. Pushing this discussion one step fur-
ther, work in the Input Processing paradigm (Van-
Patten and Cadierno, 1993), based on Krashen’s
(1977) input hypothesis, provides several relevant
studies showing that “learners process input for
meaning before they process it for form” (VanPat-
ten, 1990; Wong, 2001). However, Norris and Or-
tega (2000) argued that simultaneously directing
the learner’s attention to form and meaning in the
input does not hinder L2 development or reading
comprehension. Leow et al. (2008) came to the
same conclusion after revisiting the methodology
used in the replication studies mentioned above
and conducting a new study. Their results did
not show any statistically significant differences
in comprehension between different intervention
groups. Finally, a study by Morgan-Short et al.
(2012) demonstrated that learners who attended
to and processed linguistic forms while reading
for meaning scored higher on comprehension than
those only reading for meaning.

In line with the Noticing Hypothesis (Schmidt,
1990), the most straightforward way to draw the
learner’s attention to particular linguistic forms in
a text is to increase their salience. As the meta-
analysis of Lee and Huang (2008) shows, results
on the isolated effect of visual input enhancement
on L2 development has been mixed. One option
for pushing this research further is to investigate
other types of input enhancement and the combi-



nation of visual input enhancement with other in-
put activities.

The Input Processing approach to SLA has
given rise to a pedagogical intervention called pro-
cessing instruction (VanPatten, 2004). Its goal is
to ensure that learners make form-meaning con-
nections during reading. This goes beyond textual
enhancement, which only ensures noticing (Be-
nati, 2016). One of the components of process-
ing instruction, structured input practice, has been
identified as particularly effective in fostering L2
development (VanPatten and Oikkenon, 1996; Be-
nati, 2004; Wong, 2004). Structured input is “in-
put that is manipulated in particular ways to push
learners to become dependent on form and struc-
ture to get meaning” (Lee and VanPatten, 1995).

Structured input activities can be seen as an um-
brella term for a wide range of language teaching
techniques. They provide the learners with en-
riched input and prompt them to process and even-
tually produce the target linguistic forms. While
in the original approach, the input enrichment and
development of structured input activities is done
manually, CL methods can support this process.
We have developed a system for automatic in-
put enrichment, FLAIR (Chinkina and Meurers,
2016), which supports retrieval of documents con-
taining targeted linguistic features. The linguistic
features covered by the system include the full set
of grammatical constructions spelled out in the of-
ficial English language curriculum of schools in
Baden-Württemberg (Germany). On this enriched
input basis, automating the generation of ques-
tions as structured input activities is the logical
next step. In the next section, we spell out the dif-
ferent types of questions that we are able to gen-
erate automatically and discuss the algorithms and
challenges behind their generation.

4 Generating questions for FLTL

As mentioned in section 3.1, most of the work
on QG has dealt with vocabulary (Brown et al.,
2005) and comprehension questions (Mostow
et al., 2004), not on linguistic form and grammar.
For approaches automatically generating exercises
that facilitate grammar acquisition and practice,
cloze sentences are the most ubiquitous type. They
are generated by substituting the target linguistic
form with a gap, and the challenge usually lies in
the selection of good sentences and gaps (Becker
et al., 2012; Niraula and Rus, 2015).

(1) The advisory group had a list of all
the different territorial arrangements in the
EU. (draw up)

Metalinguistic questions, which are designed to
test learners’ explicit knowledge of the language
system, have not received much attention in the
QG community. The reason probably lies in the
fact that they require the use of a limited number
of templates and only a minimal amount of NLP.
Their frequent use by teachers is also widely crit-
icized by educators and researchers alike, mainly
because they do not serve a communicative goal.
For example, in order to generate question (2), one
would only need a POS-tagger and the WordNet
database (Miller, 1995).

(2) From which verb is the noun generation de-
rived?

To cover the whole spectrum of exercises facili-
tating the acquisition and practice of grammar, we
also generate cloze and metalinguistic questions.
However, the focus of the paper is on questions
providing functionally-driven input enhancement,
so we limit the discussion to those two types for
space reasons.

4.1 Form Exposure Questions
Form exposure questions focus on a particular lin-
guistic form, which can either be part of the ques-
tion or be expected in the learner’s production.
They can take the form of a wh-, yes/no, or an al-
ternative question. For example, when asking a
question about the source text (3), one can think
of different linguistic targets: relative clauses, past
forms of irregular and regular verbs, etc. Question
(3a) is asked about the subject and targets the par-
ticle verb brought in.

(3) Indeed, Semel and the media executives he
brought in by all accounts turned a scrappy
young internet startup into a highly profitable
company that brought old-line advertising to
a new medium.
a. Who turned a scrappy young internet

startup into a highly profitable com-
pany? Semel and the media executives
he .

Generation We generate form exposure ques-
tions to subjects, objects, and predicates. The
main linguistic form we focus on is the grammat-
ical tense, so our form exposure questions target
verbs and verb phrases.



We use the Java implementation of Stanford
CoreNLP 3.7.0 for part-of-speech tagging, pars-
ing, and resolving coreferences (Manning et al.,
2014). After extracting a sentence or a clause con-
taining the target form, we perform the follow-
ing steps: adjust and normalize the auxiliaries, re-
solve pronouns and other referential expressions,
and detect quotation sources, if any. Then the al-
gorithm proceeds to detect specific syntactic com-
ponents of the sentence, to modify them if neces-
sary, and finally transformation rules are used to
turn a sentence into a question. Let us inspect the
algorithm for generating questions to predicates.

A. Active
(e.g., What have Chinese retailers done?)

1) Insert the question word “What” at the
beginning of the sentence.

2) Identify or generate an auxiliary verb.
• If there is an auxiliary verb modify-

ing the main verb, identify it.
• Otherwise, identify the grammatical

tense of the main verb and generate
an appropriate auxiliary verb.

3) Move the auxiliary verb to right after
“What”.

4) Identify the grammatical form of the
main verb and replace the rest of the sen-
tence with the same form of the verb do.

B. Passive
(e.g., What happened to the staff?)

1) Insert the question word “What” at the
beginning of the sentence.

2) Identify the grammatical tense of the
main verb and replace the whole pred-
icate with the same form of the verb
happen (including the auxiliary verb, if
any).

3) Insert the preposition to left of the sub-
ject.

4) Remove the rest of the sentence.

In addition to generating questions, we also gen-
erate gap sentences (e.g., for particle verbs, Chi-
nese retailers have staff.). These question
items can be used as fill-in-the-blanks or multiple
choice exercises. In the latter case, one can ensure
a deeper level of processing of the target linguis-
tic form by having its synonym as the solution and
semantically related words as distractors.

Challenges There is a two-stage process iden-
tifying the main syntactic components, POS- and
dependency-based, and both of these are obliga-
tory for the system to be able to generate a ques-
tion. If there is an error, a syntactic component
may not be detected. For instance, in example
(4), Skype was identified as a verb by the statisti-
cal parser. Consequently, no subject was detected,
and it was not possible to generate a question.

(4) Skype was snapped up by eBay Inc.

The most challenging case that results in gener-
ating ungrammatical questions is when the parser
incorrectly identifies secondary parts of speech,
which does not prevent the system from generat-
ing a question. Given the source text (5) below, the
question (5a) was generated. The parse tree of the
source includes the noun phrase (NP (VBG mean-
ing) (NNS fans)), which was then identified as the
subject of the sentence.

(5) Internet access in the Communist-ruled is-
land is restricted, meaning fans can not easily
look up series and mangas on the web.
a. What can meaning fans not do? Meaning

fans can not series and mangas
on the web.

Another type of error occurs when the corefer-
ence resolution component maps a referring ex-
pression to the wrong noun phrase. Given the
source sentence (6), the program generated the
question in (6a). The manager is resolved incor-
rectly as Dean Saunders instead of Chris Coleman.

(6) Former Wales striker Dean Saunders says his
country will struggle to hang on to Chris
Coleman after their startling run to the Euro
2016 semi-finals and believes the manager
could be tempted away soon.
a. According to the article, what could hap-

pen to former Wales striker Dean Saun-
ders? Former Wales striker Dean Saun-
ders could be soon.

In questions to subjects and objects, coreference
resolution was originally used to determine the
question word, Who or What. However, the error
rate was high for rare names that occasionally oc-
cur in news articles at the beginning of sentences.
Thus, we now combine the two question words in
one question phrase Who or what. The English
teachers we consulted preferred this solution over



erroneously generated question words. To further
minimize the effect of errors caused by corefer-
ence resolution, we do not substitute the subject of
a gap sentence with a pronoun, which often leads
to repetition of subject noun phrases.

4.2 Grammar-concept Questions
When it comes to grammar, questions can either
focus the reader’s attention on the form or the
meaning of linguistic forms. In addition to test-
ing the learner’s understanding of text, meaning-
driven questions also help raise the learner’s
(meta-)linguistic awareness and read and learn the
language in a focused way. Rephrasing and form
manipulation is one example of such meaning-
driven grammar questions. The passive voice, for
instance, is normally substituted with the active
voice (or vice versa) to make the learner make in-
ferences based on its semantics.

Similarly, grammar-concept questions make the
learner infer information by isolating defining se-
mantic characteristics of linguistic forms. Once
the grammatical concept of a linguistic form is
broken down into a series of semantic statements,
yes/no or alternative questions can be asked about
each of these statements. Consider the following
example by Workman (2008):
Sentence: He used to play football.
Concept: Used to expresses a discontinued past
habit. It highlights the fact that the person does
not do this anymore in the present.
Concept questions:

1. Does he play football now? (No)

2. Did he play football in the past? (Yes)

3. Did he play once or often? (Often)

One important application of grammar-concept
questions is scaffolding feedback. The ques-
tions can incrementally guide the learner towards
task completion by scaffolding the use of correct
forms. Grammar-concept questions then not only
make the learners aware of the form but also guide
them towards production.

Generation Depending on the linguistic form,
we use different templates to generate the
grammar-concept questions, and we transform the
target verb into the appropriate tense form.1

Let us take a closer look at the case of the
present perfect tense. Its two key characteristics

1For this step, we make use of the Java library https:
//github.com/simplenlg/simplenlg.

are (i) the finished state of the action and (ii) the ir-
relevance of the exact time in the past when the ac-
tion took place. The templates (7) and (8) are used
for generating grammar-concept questions about
these aspects.

(7) Be-form subject still verbing
(particle) (dir-obj) (indir-obj)?

e.g., Are Chinese retailers still cutting staff?

(8) Is it more important when exactly subject
verb-past (particle) (dir-obj)
(indir-obj) or that verbing (dir-obj)
(indir-obj) took place at all?

e.g., Is it more important when exactly
Chinese retailers cut staff or that cutting
staff took place at all?

Since the correct answers are known for each
template, they can be hard-coded there. As the
templates show, a target sentence should always
contain a subject and a verb. The particle element
is there for the case of particle verbs, and the ob-
ject elements are optional.

Challenges One limitation of the current imple-
mentation of grammar-concept questions is that
without identifying the specific interpretation of a
grammatical tense, we can only specify rather gen-
eral templates, one or two per grammatical tense.
The task of tense sense disambiguation (Reichart
and Rappoport, 2010) is very relevant to our work
and can facilitate the creation of more fine-grained
templates. For example, in case of the past sim-
ple tense, one could also ask about the repetitive
versus single occurrence of an action in the past;
in case of the present perfect continuous tense, a
question about the (in)completeness of an action
would be plausible.

5 Comparing computer-generated and
human-written questions

For questions to be effective in real-life FLTL,
they must be reasonably well-formed and answer-
able. We therefore conducted a crowdsourcing
study2 to determine how automatically generated
questions and manually written questions are per-
ceived in those two respects.

We started with a corpus of 40 news articles and
96 questions written by Simón Ruiz, an English

2For this study, we used the CrowdFlower platform:
https://crowdflower.com

https://github.com/simplenlg/simplenlg
https://github.com/simplenlg/simplenlg
https://crowdflower.com


teacher and SLA researcher, to test the learner’s
knowledge of particle verbs. We used the ques-
tion generation approach introduced in section 4
and generated 69 form exposure questions to par-
ticle verbs. To obtain an equal number of ques-
tions for the experiment, we randomly selected 69
questions from the manually created ones.

The crowd workers were selected among pro-
ficient speakers of English. This requirement was
enforced by a website functionality restricting par-
ticipating countries, three so-called test questions
asking the participants about their level of English
and self-perceived reliability of their judgements,
and other test questions assessing their proficiency
in English, which we now turn to.

In a crowdsourcing experiment, test questions
are crucial because they limit the set of workers to
those satisfying the requirements and make it pos-
sible to verify they are paying attention and follow
the instructions. To create test questions assessing
the workers’ proficiency in English, we first cre-
ated eight ungrammatical or unanswerable ques-
tion items as follows: We edited four out of the 27
human-written questions not used in the study and
four automatically generated questions to make
them either ungrammatical or unanswerable. To
obtain test questions on the clearly grammatical
and answerable side of the spectrum, we ran a pi-
lot study and selected sentences rated high with
a high agreement among the contributors. Four
human-written and four computer-generated ones
were chosen as good examples of well-formed and
answerable test questions. In order for the crowd
workers to be eligible to start judging non-test
questions, they had to pass through the so-called
quiz mode and achieve 70% accuracy on five ran-
domly selected test question items.

We investigated whether computer-generated
questions are on a par with human-written ones
based on two criteria, well-formedness and an-
swerability. In other words, whether the ques-
tion is written in acceptable English and whether
it can be answered given the information in the
source text. In addition, we asked the crowd work-
ers whether they thought the question was writ-
ten by an English teacher or generated automat-
ically by a computer. Concretely, each task pre-
sented to the crowd workers consisted of an ex-
cerpt from the source news text and the human-
written or automatically-generated question. The
workers were asked to answer four questions:

1. How well-formed is this question item? Is
it written in good English? (5-point Likert
scale)

2. Can this question item be completed with the
information from the source text? (5-point
Likert scale)

3. Please, answer this question – in your words,
in as few words as possible – based on the
information from the source text. (free input)

4. Do you think this question was written by an
English teacher or generated by a computer?
(binary choice)

There also was an optional comment field.
Below you can find an example for a news ex-

cerpt (9) and the questions which were written
manually (9a) and automatically-generated (9b).

(9) “Scotland is a part of the UK,” a spokesman
for the European Commission said. “All
parts of the UK should sort out what they
want to do,” he added, calling the options
“speculation”.
a. What did a spokesman for the Euro-

pean Commission say about the UK?
He said that all parts of the UK should

what they want to do.
b. According to a spokesman for the Euro-

pean Commission, what should all parts
of the UK do? All parts of the UK should

what they want to do.

We received 1,384 judgements by 364 crowd
workers classified as reliable, who identified as
proficient English speakers and passed the quiz
mode with the test questions. On the well-
formedness scale, the means were 4.53 for human-
written and 4.40 for computer-generated ques-
tions. On the answerability scale, the means were
4.44 and 4.47, respectively. We calculated the
intra-class correlation (ICC) for the contributors
and got 0.08 and 0.09 for well-formedness and an-
swerability, respectively. The low contributor ICC
(< .1) implies that the contributors provided dif-
ferent ratings for different question items, so we
can ignore the dependencies among the observa-
tions and did not need a multi-level analysis.

To find out whether the difference in rat-
ings between computer-generated and human-
written questions is statistically significant, we ran
Welch’s t-test. On the well-formedness scale, the
results turned out to be statistically significant, but



the effect size was small: t(913) = 2.06, p = .03,
Cohen’s d = 0.13. On the answerability scale,
the results were non-significant: t(944) = -0.42,
p ≥ .1, Cohen’s d = 0.02.

However, the absence of evidence does not im-
ply the evidence of absence. To test whether
the computer-generated and human-written ques-
tions are equivalent in quality (well-formedness
and answerability), we used Schuirmann’s (1987)
two one-sided test (TOST). The TOST is com-
monly used in medical research to determine if
one treatment is as effective as another one. To
prove our alternative hypothesis that computer-
generated and human-written questions are com-
parable in quality, we needed to reject two parts of
the null hypothesis:

H01: Computer-generated questions are inferior
in quality to human-written ones.

H02: Computer-generated questions are superior
in quality to human-written ones.

In statistical terms, the null hypothesis is that
there is a true effect larger than a Smallest Ef-
fect Size of Interest (SESOS) between the two
samples (Lakens, 2014). For this task, we opted
for an SESOS of 0.5, a medium effect size ac-
cording to Cohen (1977), and an alpha level of
.05 (Lakens, 2017). We used the R package
TOSTER3 to conduct TOST testing for equiva-
lence of the samples. All results were statistically
significant on both scales (p ≤ .001), so we could
reject the null hypothesis (for more details, see
Table 1).

Scale t1 t2 p1 and p2 90% CI

well-formed 9.81 -5.68 ≤.001 [0.02;0.22]

answerable 7.32 -8.17 ≤.001 [-0.13;0.08]

Table 1: Results of Schuirmann’s TOST for equiv-
alence of computer-generated and human-written
questions. Effect size d = 0.5; alpha = 0.05.

The results indicate that any difference in the
ratings for well-formedness and answerability of
the human-written and computer-generated ques-
tions is of an effect size smaller than the SESOS.
In line with this finding, the contributors’ answers
guessing whether a question was written by an

3https://cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/TOSTER/

English teacher or generated by a computer were
similar for both question classes: 74% of human-
written and 67% of computer-generated questions
were thought to be written by an English teacher.
Our goal at this stage was to identify whether the
questions as generated can effectively be used on
a par with manually written questions – which in-
deed seems to be the case.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

We discussed question generation for FLTL and
proposed that, in addition to the typical fo-
cus of such work on meaning and understand-
ing, questions can also play an important role
for functionally-driven input enhancement. In
line with the focus-on-form perspective in Sec-
ond Language Acquisition research and the no-
tion of structured input activities, such questions
help the learner in processing relevant forms and
draw form-meaning connections while engaging
in a meaning-based activity.

We proposed two types of questions designed
to provide functionally-driven input enhancement
of a text. Form exposure questions serve to en-
gage a learner in more thoroughly processing a
sentence containing a targeted form. Grammar-
concept questions require the learner to interpret
the targeted form in addition to processing it. We
discussed the transformation- and template-based
question generation approach we implemented for
this purpose and exemplified the approach for
particular tenses and verb classes. To evaluate
whether the automatically generated form expo-
sure questions are up to real-life use, we com-
pared the well-formedness and answerability of
automatically generated questions targeting parti-
cle verbs to human-written questions of the same
type. The crowd sourcing results suggest that
the automatic question generation can meaning-
fully be put to real-life use in a system, thereby
paving the way for an external evaluation in terms
of the learning outcomes that can be achieved by a
functionally-driven input enhancement approach.

Using NLP technology integrated in web-based
tools to support the intervention, a large-scale ran-
domized controlled field study can be set up and
run over an entire semester or school year, which is
significantly longer than typical interventions, but
it is the time span in which real-life foreign lan-
guage learning takes place. Crucially, such a setup
can also include collection of measures of individ-

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/TOSTER/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/TOSTER/


ual differences and other relevant factors. For ex-
ample, grammar-concept questions may be partic-
ularly valuable when the learner’s first language
does not have a particular linguistic form, as sug-
gested by Workman (2008). The data from such
an NLP-supported intervention study will stand
to showcase the synergy that can result at the in-
tersection of SLA and CL research (Meurers and
Dickinson, 2017). In addition to empirically test-
ing and advancing SLA hypotheses, the insights
could further improve CL applications by integrat-
ing a learner model to parametrize the generation
of questions for those target forms that are partic-
ularly relevant for a given user.

From the CL perspective, the task of generat-
ing such questions is feasible yet challenging and
is interestingly intertwined with other NLP tasks.
For instance, the tasks of named entity recognition
and coreference resolution can be used to make
questions more precise. However, there often is a
trade-off between allowing for somewhat general
phrases (“who or what” as a question phrase) and
using a coreference resolution component with a
suboptimal accuracy. We intend to explore this
trade-off further in the future. In a similar vein,
we also intend to develop filters to further reduce
the number of generated questions that are sub-
optimal in terms of well-formedness, typically re-
sulting from errors in parsing the sentence to be
questioned.

In terms of conceptual outlook, there also are
some issues we intend to pursue. When grammar-
concept questions are asked, they may or may not
draw the reader’s attention to the target linguistic
form, especially if semantic redundancy is present.
The issue is exemplified by (10).

(10) John used to play football, but since moving
back to Tuvalu doesn’t do so anymore.
a. Does John still play football?

As the semantics of used to implies a discon-
tinued past habit, the grammar-concept question
shown in (10a) could be generated. However, the
clause doesn’t do so anymore has exactly the same
implication, which can interfere with the learner
noticing and processing the target linguistic form
used to. This issue is reminiscent of VanPatten’s
Preference for Non-redundancy Principle (VanPat-
ten, 2004). Short of changing the text as such, one
option for ensure noticing of the relevant target
is to combine the function-driven input enhance-
ment with visual input enhancement. In practice,

automatic question generation here can be com-
bined with automatic visual input enhancement
(Meurers et al., 2010) by both asking a question
about the semantics of a targeted linguistic form
and highlighting it. Arguably, both types of input
enhancement should be preceded by a text selec-
tion step that ensures a rich representation of the
form to be targeted in the text. A linguistically-
aware search engine, such as FLAIR (Chinkina
and Meurers, 2016), can provide automatic input
enrichment to support teachers and learners in text
selection.

In terms of practical plans, we plan to integrate
automatic visual and function-driven input en-
hancement into the FLAIR system. Going further
towards activity generation, it could also be attrac-
tive to provide an interface from input enrichment
and enhancement tools to applications supporting
activity generation, such as the Language Muse
Activity Palette (Burstein et al., 2017).
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